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e.l.f. Studio Lash Collections

Each complete Lash Collection provides the 

essential tools for creating beautiful, lush 

eyelashes for any occasion. The lightweight and 

soft lashes fit comfortably on the lash line to give 

an enhanced look with easy application. Use the 

half strips for a natural look or the full strips for a 

more dramatic effect.
Each collection includes 1 Pair of Full Eyelashes, 1 

Pair of Half Strip Eyelashes, Lash Glue and 

Tweezers.

e.l.f. Essential Natural Lash Kit

No mess, no hassle - just naturally 
beautiful lashes! Get full lashes for any 
occasion with our top-rated Natural Lash 

Kit. Easy application and comfort grip 

gel allows for multiple uses so you can 

achieve natural looking lush lashes 
again and again.

Set includes:
Pair of False Lashes Contour Tray
Lash Adhesive Gel
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e.l.f Studio Eyebrow Treat & Tame

Create manicured and styled brows that are 

beautiful and defined. Treat your eyebrows with 

a hair re-growth, vitamin infused gel formula to 

help stimulate hair follicles so your once thin 

and sparse brows become thicker. Tame 

eyebrows with a fiber enhanced eyebrow 

mascara formula for fuller and more natural 
looking brows. The special fiber infused 

mascara grips onto even your finest brow hair 
to create a beautiful healthy and enhanced look.

e.l.f Studio Eyebrow Kit

Create brows that are fuller, thicker, and more 

defined! The pigmented wax defines and shapes 
brows and the color complementing setting 

powder keeps them looking arched and 

perfected. The doubled sided taklon brush has 
one side to help arch your brows while the other 
side aids in filling them in. This duo provides 
lasting color definition for a naturally beautiful 
look.
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e.l.f Studio eyebrow lifter & filler

Create polished and defined brows for a flawless fuller 
look! The 'lift' pencil's sheer light-reflecting pigments 
act as an arch support under the brows to enhance and 

outline the shape for a more youthful and awakened 

look. While the 'fill' pencil shades in the eyebrow to 

blend in the natural shape, fill in any sparse areas and 

define the lines.

e.l.f. Essential Wet

Gloss Lash & Brow
Clear Mascara
Achieve glossy, shiny, healthy-looking lashes 
and brows, infused with long wearing 

conditioning agents in our Wet Gloss Lash & 

Brow mascara. Flawless lashes and brows have 

never been easier!
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e.l.f. Essential

Eyebrow Stencil Kit
Achieve perfectly shaped brows to accentuate 

your face. These reusable stencils are easy to 

use. With 4 stencils to choose from: Curved 

Arch, Soft Arch, Structured Arch and Full Arch, 

it makes these brow stencils suitable for all 
brow and face shapes. Now your eyebrows can 

look picture perfect every day!

e.l.f. Essential Brow

Comb + Brush
Keep brows perfectly trimmed and shaped with 

this Brow Comb + Brush. The comb side works 
to smooth brows for a polished, neat look. The 

angled brush side helps to softens hair texture 

and distribute product. Doubles as a lash comb 

to separate and remove clumps when applying 

mascara.

All e.l.f. professional makeup brushes have 

been designed and tested by our professional 
team of makeup artists. Each brush has been 

ergonomically designed to fit perfectly into 

your hand and facilitate a flawless finish with 

every application.
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e.l.f. Essential

Eyelash & Brow
Wand
Create the perfect brows and keep lashes full and 

lush with this Eyelash & Brow Wand. The spooley 
brush head helps to define lashes and remove 

clumps after mascara application. It also aids in 

brow contouring to create perfectly coiffed, 

elegantly shaped eyebrows.

Castor Oil Eyebrow Benefits:

Regular usage is purported to increase hair 
growth

•Anti-fungal/Anti-Viral/Anti-bacterial 
properties
•Treatment for hair thinning and hair loss
•Eliminate small mimic wrinkles around eyes
•Hair structure thickens and hair growth 

boosts
•Strengthening of hair follicle bulbs


